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Abstract—Practical wireless network coding (e.g., COPE) is a promising technique that can enhance the throughput of wireless networks. However, such a technique also bears a serious security drawback: it breaks the current privacy-preserving protocols (e.g., Onion Routing), since their operations conflict each other. As user privacy in wireless networks is highly valued nowadays, a new privacy-preserving scheme that can function with wireless network coding becomes indispensable.

To address such a challenge, we apply the idea of cooperative networking and design a novel anonymity scheme named ANOC, which can function in network-coding-based wireless mesh networks. ANOC is built upon the classic Onion Routing protocol, and resolves its conflict with network coding by introducing efficient cooperation among relay nodes. Using ANOC, we can perform network coding to achieve a higher throughput, while still preserving user privacy in wireless mesh networks. We formally show how ANOC achieves the property of relationship anonymity, and conduct extensive experiments via ns-3 to demonstrate its feasibility and efficiency when integrated with network coding.

Index Terms—Network coding, anonymity, cooperative networking, Onion Routing.

I. INTRODUCTION

How to achieve high data throughput is a critical concern in wireless networks. Recent studies show that network coding [1], as an alternative to the traditional store-and-forward paradigm, can remarkably enhance the network capacity. In particular, authors in [2] propose COPE, the first practical wireless network coding scheme for wireless mesh networks [3]. In COPE, nodes operate in promiscuous mode, and opportunistically perform data mixing (or coding) on the packets to be forwarded to neighboring nodes. Fig. 1 shows three basic coding scenarios in COPE [4]. In Fig. 1(a), node $S_1$ needs to send a packet $P_1$ to $D_1$, and this packet is relayed by node $C$; while $S_2$ needs to send a packet $P_2$ to $D_2$, also relayed by node $C$. The dashed line means that $D_1$ and $D_2$ can overhear $P_2$ and $P_1$, respectively, due to the broadcast nature of wireless channels. Without network coding, the communication will cost four transmissions in total: (1) $S_1$ sends $P_1$ to $C$, (2) $C$ forwards $P_1$ to $D_1$, (3) $S_2$ sends $P_2$ to $C$, and (4) $C$ forwards $P_2$ to $D_2$. On the other hand, with network coding, the relay node $C$ only needs to broadcast $P_1 \oplus P_2$, and then $D_1$ can recover $P_1$ by computing $P_2 \oplus (P_1 \oplus P_2)$; $D_2$ can recover $P_2$ by computing $P_1 \oplus (P_1 \oplus P_2)$. In this way, one transmission will be saved at node $C$, and the network throughput can be improved. Fig. 1(b) shows another possible coding scenario where no overhearing is needed; Fig. 1(c) gives a hybrid scenario that combines the former two cases.
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In addition to throughput improvement, privacy preservation is also an important concern in wireless communications since: (1) online privacy is highly valued by wireless users nowadays; and (2) the open-air traffic in wireless medium can be easily monitored and traced. Consider for example, a scenario where multiple clients can access a server $S$ via a wireless mesh network. Equipped with targeted antennas, an adversary can easily intercept traffic by staying close to server $S$, and then perform traffic analysis [5] so as to deduce the identities of users who have accessed $S$. Depending on the specific service provided by $S$, sensitive information, such as “who has accessed a web page or downloaded a file”, will be disclosed. It is important to note that end-to-end encryption (e.g., SSL/TLS) only provides a limited form of privacy: while end-to-end encryption hides application payload from the adversary, the adversary can still learn the IP addresses of the client and the server in a data session.

Many techniques are proposed to provide user privacy in communication networks: Mix-Net [6]–[8], Onion Routing [9]–[11], and Crowds [12] are shown to be effective in wired networks; ANODR [13], WAR [14], and Onion Ring [15] are more suitable for wireless applications (please refer to [16] for a detailed related work). However, when a wireless network is upgraded to enable network coding, many of the above privacy-preserving protocols will not be applicable. The core reason is that the packet-mixing operations required by network coding are in conflict with the encryption/decryption operations required by the privacy-preserving schemes at relay

![Fig. 1: Basic coding scenarios of COPE [4].](image)
nodes (details will be given in Section III). Considering the rising privacy concern, as well as the increasing bandwidth demand in wireless networks, an efficient privacy-preserving scheme that can work with wireless network coding becomes highly important.

To address the above issue, this paper proposes ANOC, i.e., Anonymous Network Coding-based communication for wireless mesh networks. ANOC uses Onion Routing as its building block, and resolves the conflict between Onion Routing and network coding by introducing efficient cooperation (session-key sharing and auxiliary decrypting) among relay nodes. Specifically, we mainly address the following two challenges: (i) how to trigger the session-key sharing in an on-demand fashion, and (ii) how to efficiently and securely share session keys with neighbors without leaking any information to adversaries.

With these challenges addressed, we formally show that ANOC can achieve a practical privacy requirement called relationship anonymity (i.e., unlinkability [17]), meaning that adversaries cannot associate any sender with the corresponding receiver of a data session by simply observing the wireless traffic. We also conduct extensive experiments via nscliek [18] to show that ANOC can work efficiently with network coding in wireless mesh networks.

In summary, our contribution is two-fold: 1) to the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to address the privacy vulnerability of wireless network coding; 2) we propose, implement, and evaluate a novel anonymous communication scheme for network-coding-based wireless mesh networks, using techniques of cooperative networking.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a formal statement of the problem to be studied. Section III motivates the basic idea of ANOC, the implementation of which is detailed in Section IV. Section V and Section VI present analytical and experimental results, respectively. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System Model

We consider a typical wireless mesh network [3] consisting of wireless routers and clients, as shown in Fig. 2. The routers have minimal mobility and form the infrastructure for clients. Some of these routers along the boundary of the network, termed proxy routers, are responsible for setting up routes for clients directly connected to them. The other routers, termed relay routers, reside at the core of the network and only forward packets along established paths. To enhance data throughput, wireless network coding (i.e., COPE [2]) is enabled in this mesh network: routers operate in promiscuous mode and encode/decode relayed packets opportunistically. We assume that as a basic security guarantee, end-to-end encryption (e.g., SSL/TLS) has already been deployed so that attackers cannot discover the content of packets.

B. Privacy Model

We now specify the privacy goal we aim to achieve for the system defined above. For a data session that involves communication between a sender (i.e., the entity that originates packets) and a receiver (i.e., the entity for which packets are destined), three candidate privacy models given by [17] are considered:

- Communication Unobservability: an adversary cannot distinguish whether a communication exists or not.
- Sender/Receiver Anonymity: an adversary may observe a communication session, but cannot identify the sender/receiver of such a session.
- Relationship Anonymity (or Unlinkability): an adversary may identify a sender or a receiver of some communication, but cannot determine whether they are related or not in the same session.

Note that from the above definitions, communication unobservability offers the strongest privacy guarantee, while the unlinkability offers the weakest among the three. However, in practical systems, unobservability is mainly achieved by injecting dummy/cover packets into networks, which consumes a considerable amount of network bandwidth [19], [20]. Similar performance degradation can be observed in protocols that achieve sender/receiver anonymity. Take Crowds [12] as an example, it provides sender anonymity for web transactions. However, to hide a sender’s identity, other nodes in the network need to probabilistically forward the sender’s packets to each other. This will incur a large delay since each packet will traverse many more extra hops before reaching the receiver. In short, providing either communication unobservability or sender/receiver anonymity requires significant network resources and may heavily degrade the performance of legitimate applications.

On the other hand, relationship anonymity can be realized with much smaller performance degradation, which is suitable for wireless networks where bandwidth resources are generally more limited as opposed to wireline networks. One successful scheme that achieves relationship anonymity is Onion Routing [9], which is inspired by Chaum’s Mix [6]. In general, relationship anonymity is sufficient for most applications that require privacy preservation, since an adversary cannot deduce the sensitive information of “who is talking to whom”, even though it can intercept traffic. Thus, to allow for practical deployment, in this paper, we choose to achieve relationship anonymity for the wireless mesh network that we consider.

C. Adversary Model

Given the relationship anonymity as the privacy property to preserve, we now define the capabilities of an adversary. The
adversary we consider is passive in nature, i.e., it passively monitors network traffic, and will not drop, inject, or modify any packets. The only goal of the adversary is to deduce the information of “who is talking to whom” and establish the sender-receiver relationships of data sessions. To achieve this, the adversary can naively examine some identifiers (e.g., IP addresses) contained in a packet to discover the sender or receiver directly. If such identifiers are protected, the adversary can still perform traffic analysis by content-correlation, size-correlation, and time-correlation [5].

In this paper, we will classify the adversary into two categories: (1) the external adversary, which monitors the incoming and outgoing traffic of a target node by staying close to the target node and overhearing packets via the wireless channel; (2) the internal adversary, which compromises and fully controls a target node, and passively analyzes the traffic that traverses the target node. We assume that the proxy routers are trustworthy, in the sense that they cannot be compromised by internal adversaries.

III. OVERVIEW OF GENERAL FRAMEWORK

As noted in the current literature, the main task of achieving relationship anonymity is to prevent the adversary from correlating input and output packets of relay nodes. This is commonly achieved using schemes based on Chaum’s mix [6], where packets are transformed before being forwarded.

In the following, we first demonstrate the infeasibility of Chaum’s mix-based schemes in wireless network coding, and then present the design rationale of our proposed scheme. For clarity of explanation, we adopt the paradigm of Onion Routing [9], a classic mix-based scheme that is the core of many prior anonymous protocols [10], [11], [15]. However, we emphasize that other mix-based schemes can also be used as the building block of our proposed scheme in a similar fashion.

A. Infeasibility of Onion Routing in Network Coding

Onion Routing [9] is an anonymous routing protocol that can achieve relationship anonymity in traditional networks without network coding. A typical Onion Routing system consists of inter-connected routers called onion routers. Each router i is loaded with a pair of public/private keys (uk_i, rk_i), and the global knowledge of the network topology. In the following, we briefly describe how Onion Routing works when no network coding is used, using the simple cross topology shown in Fig. 1(a).

Suppose that two end users U_1 and U_2, who are respectively connected to routers S_1 and D_1, want to set up a session. In Onion Routing, U_1 first sends a connection request to S_1. On receiving this request, S_1 determines a path to router D_1 (in this case, the path is simply S_1 → C → D_1). Then S_1 randomly selects two session keys sk_{C1} and sk_{D1} for C and D_1, respectively, and constructs a layered data structure called an onion as \{sk_{D1}, U_2\}_{uk_{D1}} \cdot sk_{C1}, D_1\}_{uk_{C}}, where uk_{C} and uk_{D1} are the public keys of C and D_1, respectively, and \{'\}_k denotes the encryption using public key k. Then S_1 sends this onion to C, which uses its private key rk_C to decrypt the onion. After decryption, C will obtain its session key sk_{C1}, the next-hop router D_1, and the embedded onion \{sk_{D1}, U_2\}_{uk_{D1}}. This embedded onion is then forwarded to D_1, which decrypts it using its private key to get the session key sk_{D1}. In addition, D_1 will find that it is the last hop of the route, as the next hop is the end user U_2 connected to D_1. Then D_1 forwards the connection request to U_2, and a data session is established. After the route establishment, data is transmitted using symmetric-key encryptions. Specifically, using the session keys previously assigned, S_1 applies symmetric-key encryption to each message M originated from U_1 and constructs \{sk_{D1}\}_{sk_{D1}}, sk_{C1}. Then C removes the outermost layer using sk_{C1} to get \{sk_{D1}\}, and finally D_1 removes the innermost layer using sk_{D1} to recover message M.

Similarly, we can apply Onion Routing for another session that uses path S_2 → C → D_2. We can assign C and D_2 session keys sk_{C2} and sk_{D2} for this session, respectively.

Suppose that network coding is enabled. We now show how Onion Routing fails. First, D_1 and D_2 can overhear the packets \{P_1\}_{sk_{D1}} \cdot sk_{C1} and \{P_2\}_{sk_{D2}} \cdot sk_{C2} from S_1 and S_2, respectively, and both packets will be received by C as well. Then, C will perform decryption on these two packets and get \{P_1\}_{sk_{D1}} and \{P_2\}_{sk_{D2}}. By network coding, C would broadcast \{P_1\}_{sk_{D1} \oplus P_2}_{sk_{D2}}. However, neither D_1 nor D_2 can decode the packets, as they only overhear the packets encrypted with session keys sk_{C1} and sk_{C2} possessed by C, respectively.

Finally, it is important to note that this simple example provides an illustrative insight for larger topologies. Suppose that an adversary can eavesdrop on traffic that traverses node C. When Onion Routing is used, the adversary can only tell the previous hops (i.e., S_1 and S_2) and next hops (i.e., D_1 and D_2) of node C, but cannot determine the nodes that are further upstream or downstream. Such a privacy guarantee cannot be directly achieved with simple end-to-end encryption.

B. Design Rationale of ANOC

Cooperative networking is a relatively new design policy which encourages multiple nodes to cooperate to finish a common communication goal, and is successfully applied to wireless ad hoc networks [21], [22] and content distribution networks [23]. We observe that the idea of cooperative networking can also be used here to resolve the conflicts between Onion Routing and network coding. Taking the cross topology for example again, the following two-step cooperation (as illustrated in Fig. 3) can help Onion Routing adapt to network coding.

![Fig. 3: An illustration of how relay nodes cooperate to make Onion Routing and network coding compatible. (·) and [·] denote the symmetric-key encryptions performed by S_1 and S_2 on their data packets, respectively.](image-url)
(1) session-key sharing: C shares its session key $sk_{C1}$ and $sk_{C2}$ with $D_2$ and $D_1$, respectively;
(2) auxiliary decrypting: $D_2$ decrypts the overhead packet ([[P_1]]) using $sk_{C1}$ to obtain $P_1$, and $D_1$ decrypts the overhead packet [[P_2]] using $sk_{C2}$ to obtain $P_2$.

After the above cooperation, C can broadcast the coded packet ($P_1$)$\oplus$[P_2]. Then, $D_1$ can decode this packet to get $P_1$, and decrypt $P_1$ to get $P_1$; similarly, $D_2$ can obtain $P_2$. In this way, the conflict between network coding and Onion Routing is resolved.

Now, we consider two different approaches to achieve session-key sharing between the coding node (C in the example) and the decoding nodes ($D_1$ and $D_2$ in the example). The first but naive approach is to simply let each router share its private key with all its one-hop neighbors (e.g., C shares $rk_C$ with $D_1$ and $D_2$), so that when an anonymous session passing through the router is established, each of its neighbors can also obtain the session key. This approach can be carried out during the establishment phase of an anonymous session, and hence will not incur any online overhead. However, the sharing of private keys would severely undermine the security of system.

For the second approach which we are going to adopt, the coding node shares its session keys (private keys) with its one-hop neighbors in an on-demand fashion. Specifically, when there are coding opportunities, the router that performs coding should securely broadcast its session keys of the corresponding sessions to its neighbors. One critical point is that the share of session keys is only limited to neighboring nodes. Nodes that are further upstream or downstream cannot see the session keys; otherwise the user privacy cannot be properly preserved. Another critical point is that the key sharing procedure is only triggered when there are opportunities for network coding, so that session keys will not be shared unnecessarily.

IV. ANOC: THE DETAILS

We propose ANOC, the anonymous network-coding-based communication for wireless mesh networks. ANOC is built upon the traditional Onion Routing protocol, and introduces efficient cooperation (i.e., session-key sharing and auxiliary decrypting) among relay nodes to resolve the conflict between Onion Routing and network coding. The technical challenges include: (i) how to trigger the session-key sharing in an on-demand fashion, and (ii) how to efficiently and securely share session keys with neighbors without leaking any information to adversaries. In the following, we show how ANOC addresses these two challenges.

A. System Setup

First, each of the routers (including proxy routers and relay routers as shown in Fig. 2) is assigned a unique router identifier and preloaded with a pair of public/private keys. In particular, each proxy router knows about the network topology and the public keys of all other routers in the network; each relay router only knows about its neighboring routers and their public keys. Also, each router maintains a sufficiently large buffer for bathing and reordering packets, such that the time-correlation of its incoming and outgoing packets can be eliminated (see [9] for details).

In the bootstrap stage of ANOC, each router performs operations offline to establish the secure broadcast key and local neighboring table. These operations are explained below.

1) Secure Broadcast Key: Each router $R$ randomly selects its broadcast key, which will be later used for link-layer encryptions of (i) packet headers and (ii) distribution of session-keys. For each of the neighboring routers, $R$ encrypts its broadcast key using the public key of the neighbor and unicasts the ciphertext to that neighboring router.

2) Local Neighboring Table: Each router $R$ maintains a local neighboring table that records the neighbors of each of $R$’s neighbors. The table will be used to determine whether there are coding opportunities (details will be presented in Section IV-D). For instance, for node $C$ in Fig. 1(c), its local neighboring table will specify that node $S_1$ has neighbors $S_2$ and $S_3$. The table can be easily constructed by having each router broadcast the list of its one-hop neighbors.

B. Packet Format

ANOC assumes that wireless network coding (i.e., COPE [2]) is enabled, and the packet header of COPE is placed right after the MAC header. In addition, we add a new routing header to enable anonymous routing. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the layout of the COPE header and the routing header in our protocol. The routing header consists of two fields: COMMAND and CIR_ID. The COMMAND field describes the type of a packet. In ANOC, there are four types of packets:

- CONNECT (Section IV-C): for route establishment,
- DISTRIBUT (Section IV-D): for session-key distribution,
- DATA (Section IV-E): for information delivery, and
- DESTROY (Section IV-F): for tearing down an existing session.

The CIR_ID field carries the circuit identifier which enables multiple sessions to be multiplexed into a single physical channel. We explain its use in Section IV-C.

Figs. 4(b)-(d) illustrate the four types of packets (i.e., CONNECT, DISTRIBUT, DATA, and DESTROY), each of which is attached with different payload fields that are encrypted with different types of keys. We will explain each type of packets and how each is encrypted in the following subsections. In particular, we encrypt the COPE header and the routing header with the broadcast keys that have been established during the bootstrap phase (see Section IV-A). Therefore, the sensitive information such as the packet type will not be disclosed to external adversaries. Furthermore, we fix each packet to have the same size using padding so as to prevent an adversary from inferring a session through size correlation [9].

C. Session Setup

To setup a new session, the proxy router first selects the path of routers in the network toward the destination. It then generates a CONNECT packet, which specifies the selected
routers and the corresponding session keys for each of the routers. Each router and its corresponding session key will be encrypted with the public key of the router, such that the CONNECT packet forms an onion structure (refer to Section III-A).

In addition, when initiating a session, the proxy router randomly chooses a locally unique number (i.e., circuit identifier) to identify the session. This number is placed in the CIR_ID field of the CONNECT packet. When a downstream router receives the CONNECT packet, it will record the circuit identifier in the CIR_ID field, and choose a new circuit identifier and replace the CIR_ID field with it. In this way, each router maintains a circuit-identifier mapping for the session. This mapping will later enable DATA packets to be routed along the path specified in the CONNECT packet.

**D. Session-Key Sharing: The First Step of Cooperation**

In ANOC, session keys are shared in an on-demand manner based on coding opportunities. To discover a coding opportunity, we adopt the flow-based\(^1\) coding conditions given in [24]. Using these conditions, we can determine whether packets from \(n \geq 2\) flows can be coded together. For more details, please refer to our technical report [16].

After discovering the coding opportunities, the router can start sharing its session keys. Suppose that there are \(n\) coding flows \(F_1, \ldots, F_n\) intersecting at router \(C\), then \(C\) should distribute its session keys associated with \(F_1, \ldots, F_n\) to all its one-hop neighbors. This is achieved by broadcasting a DISTIBUTE packet encrypted with \(C\)'s broadcast key, which is established in the system setup stage (refer to Section IV-A). In addition to the session keys, the DISTIBUTE packet also contains the incoming and outgoing circuit identifiers, in order that all neighbors of the coding node can properly process overheard packets (see Section IV-E). As shown in Fig. 4(c), a DISTIBUTE packet contains the tuples (Router_ID, Session_Key, CIR_ID_IN, CIR_ID_OUT), where Router_ID is the identifier of the upstream router of \(C\) in this route. Session_key is the session key for \(C\) in this route, and CIR_ID_IN and CIR_ID_OUT are the incoming and outgoing circuit identifier for the session, respectively. For instance, let us consider the coding scenario in Fig. 3. Let the mapping of circuit identifiers in node \(C\) be \(001 \rightarrow 255\) and \(102 \rightarrow 123\) for sessions \(S_1 \rightarrow C \rightarrow D_1\) and \(S_2 \rightarrow C \rightarrow D_2\), respectively, and let \(C\) hold the session keys \(sk_{C1}\) and \(sk_{C2}\) for these two sessions, respectively. Then the two tuples contained in the DISTIBUTE packet would be \((S_1, sk_{C1}, 001, 255)\) and \((S_2, sk_{C2}, 102, 123)\).

**E. Auxiliary Decrypting: The Second Step of Cooperation**

In ANOC, we implement auxiliary decrypting (see Section III-B) via a separate module named overhearing module. This module consists of a key table, an overhead packet pool, and a decrypting unit. The key table stores the tuples (Router_ID, Session_Key, CIR_ID_IN, CIR_ID_OUT) of all DISTIBUTE packets received from neighbors (see Section IV-D). When a router sends a packet, or overhears a packet that is destined to a different MAC address rather than itself, it will find the router identifier of the sender (by mapping to the source MAC address) and the circuit identifier contained in the packet header. It then looks up in the key table for the tuple that has the mapping indexed by (Router_ID, CIR_ID_IN). If no tuple is found, then the overhead packet will be discarded; otherwise, if the tuple is found, then the router will decrypt the overhead packet using the session key in the tuple, and replace the CIR_ID field of the overhead packet with CIR_ID_OUT in the tuple. The resulting packet will be stored in the overhead packet pool. When later the router receives a coded packet, it will look up in the overhead packet pool for packets that are necessary for decoding.

**F. Session Teardown**

When an initiator needs to tear down one of its sessions, it will send a DESTROY packet along the route. Upon receiving the DESTROY packet, each router on route deletes all the information for the session. The neighboring routers will also expire the session keys for the session (received through DISTIBUTE packets) after a pre-specified timeout period.

**V. PRIVACY ENHANCEMENT ON ANOC**

In this section, we analytically show how ANOC enhances privacy over a wireless mesh network that enables network coding. We consider the external adversary and the internal adversary in our adversary model defined in Section II-C.

**A. The External Adversary**

We argue that ANOC can achieve relationship anonymity against the external adversary, which monitors packets via overhearing the wireless channel and attempts to perform traffic analysis via correlations of content, size, and time. We give our justifications as follows.

\(^1\)Here, a flow is equivalent to a session.
passing through each router. Thus, correlation based on content will be impossible. As for DISTRIBUTE packets, they are encrypted (using the secure broadcast key) and broadcasted without revealing the receiver identities or routing information.

(b) Size-correlation. In ANOC, each packet is padded into the same size. Thus, it is impossible to perform traceback by correlating packet sizes.

(c) Time-correlation. With batching and reordering operations performed at each router, a packet cannot be associated with others by examining the sending and receiving time.

B. The Internal Adversary

In Onion Routing, the whole path of a specific route is known by the involved proxy routers, while the relay routers along the route can only identify their previous and next hops. This means that if one relay router is compromised, then it cannot expose the sender-receiver relationship of the whole route. Clearly, this argument holds in ANOC as well when there are no coding opportunities (as in Onion Routing). On the other hand, when a coding node distributes its session keys using secure broadcast, its one-hop neighbors will inevitably obtain more information. This can allow the internal adversary to discover more hops in addition to its previous and next hops for a given anonymous session.

In our technical report [16], we show how the internal adversary can leverage the session-key sharing in our ANOC protocol to discover more hops in a session. We also give analytical results to demonstrate the number of additional hops discovered by the internal adversary is rather limited. Specifically, we show that the expected number of additional upstream nodes that can be identified by an internal adversary $A$ is $q(1 - q^d)/(1 - q)$, where $q$ is the probability that a given node is a neighbor of $A$, and it has a coding opportunity. For detailed discussion, please refer to [16].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now evaluate ANOC using realistic wireless settings. Our evaluation is based on ns-2 [18], which embeds Click Modular Router [25] into the ns2 simulator [26].

We design two Click modules to reflect our system model: the proxy router module, which defines a proxy router for initiating new sessions and selecting routers, and the relay router module, which defines a relay router for forwarding data packets and performing network coding.

For comparisons with ANOC, we also implement the following two routing protocols:

- **COPE**, the routing protocol with network coding but no anonymity protection,
- **Onion**, the Onion Routing protocol with anonymity protection but no network coding.

Our experiments focus on the following four metrics:

- **throughput**, the aggregate throughput of all sessions in the network,
- **coding rate**, the ratio of the number of encoded packets to the total number of forwarded packets,
- **fairness**, the measure of how peer flows get equal throughput based on Jain’s fairness index [27]

$$\frac{(\sum x_i)^2}{N \sum x_i^2}$$ (where $x_i$ denotes the throughput of the $i$th flow and $N$ is the number of all flows), and
- **symmetric-key encryption/decryption**, the computational cost of packet processing when anonymity protection is used.

We carry out experiments using three representative topologies given in Fig. 5: (a) the cross topology, which is relatively simple and serves as the baseline setting, (b) the grid topology, representing a relatively complex but regular setting, and (c) the random topology, a more realistic setting to test the applicability of our scheme.

In the following, we will consider the throughput, coding opportunity, and fairness for each of the topologies with all three routing protocols. Actually we also measure the encryption/decryption performance specifically for Onion and ANOC, and we put the results in our technical report [16], due to limited space.

**Experiment 1. Cross Topology:** We first revisit the simple cross topology (see Fig. 5(a)), in which we create four sessions: $0 \rightarrow 1$, $1 \rightarrow 0$, $2 \rightarrow 3$, and $3 \rightarrow 2$, all of which are relayed by router 4. We assume that these four flows have the same offered load. Fig. 6 shows the performance of different routing protocols. From Fig. 6(a), we observe that when the offered load increases, the aggregate throughput achieved by ANOC also increases and is fairly close to that of COPE, while the throughput of Onion drops. The reason is that when the offered load increases, there is a higher coding opportunity for ANOC and COPE, as confirmed by Fig. 6(b), while ANOC suffers many packet collisions under the high offered traffic load. Also, Fig. 6(c) shows that both ANOC and COPE achieve a high fairness index.

**Experiment 2. Grid Topology:** We proceed to study the complex but regular grid topology given by Fig. 5(b), in which there are four sessions: $5 \rightarrow 9$, $15 \rightarrow 19$, $1 \rightarrow 21$, and $3 \rightarrow 23$. We deploy the 25 nodes in a way that the radio transmission range of each node covers all neighboring nodes along its surrounding square (i.e., a node can have at most eight neighboring nodes). This topology differs from the previous cross topology in that each routing path consists of more than two hops. Fig. 7 shows the obtained results. Similar to Experiment 1, ANOC and COPE have similar performance and they both outperform Onion when the offered load is high.

**Experiment 3. Random Topology:** We then consider a 15-node random topology where nodes are randomly placed over a plane, as shown in Fig. 5(c). We pick five sessions for our evaluation: $0 \rightarrow 10$, $10 \rightarrow 0$, $1 \rightarrow 6$, $4 \rightarrow 2$, and $6 \rightarrow 11$. Fig. 8 shows the results we get, which are mostly consistent with the results in previous experiments. The only difference we want to highlight is that the fairness indices for ANOC and COPE decrease when the offered load increases. The primary reason is due to the asymmetric property of this random topology, such that the sessions $0 \rightarrow 10$, $10 \rightarrow 0$, $1 \rightarrow 6$, and $4 \rightarrow 2$ receive a higher coding opportunity when the offered load increases, while the session $6 \rightarrow 11$ does not. However, this decrease in fairness is independent of the use of anonymous routing.
also provides privacy for wireless users at the same time. Analytical and experimental results imply that our ANOC not only keeps the advantage of network coding in the effective use of wireless network capacity, but also provides privacy for wireless users at the same time.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we point out an important problem that when a wireless network enables network coding, previously functioning privacy-preserving schemes may no longer perform correctly. To this end, we propose ANOC, a novel anonymous communication protocol which can function seamlessly with wireless network coding. Analytical and experimental results imply that our ANOC not only keeps the advantage of network coding in the effective use of wireless network capacity, but also provides privacy for wireless users at the same time.
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